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Helen O'Leary grew up in rural Ireland in the the 60s and 70s, where her mother's philosophy was "if you can't
make it, you can't have it." In her 2010 Guggenheim application she wrote that this spirit of creativity and
"making do" carries over into her work:
Throughout my career, I have been constructing a very personal and idiomatic formal language based in simple
materials and unglamorous gestures, a framework which functions as a kind of syntactical grid of shifting
equivalences. The “paintings” that emerge from this process know their family history, a narrative of greatness
fallen on hard times. Yet, for all that, they remain remarkably un-defensive, wobbly, presuming no need to
disavow the past or defy the present....
My new work delves into my own history as a painter, rooting in the ruins and failures of my own studio for
both subject matter and raw material. I have disassembled the wooden structures of previous paintings—the
stretchers, panels, and frames—and have cut them back to rudimentary hand-built slabs of wood, glued and
patched together, their history of being stapled, splashed with bits of paint, and stapled again to linen clearly
evident. The residual marks on the frames, coupled with their internal organization, begin to form a
constellation of densities, implying an idiomatic syntax of organic fluctuation where compact spaces coexist
with the appearance of gaping holes where the rickety bridges have given way. Formal and structural concerns
become inseparable, the slippery organization of their fluctuating grids showing a transparency both literal and
historical. With both serenity and abandon, these structures imagine the possibility that painting might take root
and find a place to press forward into fertile new terrain.

On the occasion of her forthcoming solo exhibition at the Irish Arts Center, "The Geometry of Dirt," I asked
O'Leary to put together a list of the things that she's thinking about.
[Image at top: Work in progress in O'Leary's studio]

1. I collect snap shots of "things people do" that form their own sense of logic outside of mainstream
conformity. I made a few books of images like these, how people paint things to mark territory, etc.

2. Paint and language as solidified history.
3. Dirt, Filth- as solidified history… physical, emotional, cultural, economic, the thing it’s made of, the shame
and scandals it encloses. The dirt that we collect, or collects upon us, survive on, live with, on, the mad fights
we have over it...The floor of my studio, the acres of land I grew up on, and the women who farmed it and
shaped me.
4. The Women's Dirty Protest in Northern Ireland / large and small acts of insubordination.
5. Poetry: Condensed language
A Small Farm
Michael Harnett
All the perversions of the soul
I learnt on a small farm.
How to do the Neighbours harm
by magic, how to hate.
I was abandoned to their tragedies,
minor but unhealing:
bitterness over boggy land,
casual staling of crops,
venomous cardgames
across swearing tables,
a little music on the road,
a little peace in decrepit stables.
Here were rosarybeads,
a bleeding face,
the glinting doors
that did encase
their cutler needs,
their plates, their knives,
the cracked calendars
of their lives.
I was abandoned to their tragedies
and began to count the birds,
to deduct secrets in the kitchen cold
and to avoid among my nameless weeds
the civil war of that household. (15)

The White Year
Vona Groake
I am told that memory can’t afford
to care less about what it brings to light
just as I’m told the table does not
occupy itself with cleanliness
nor the made bed with desire,
but it is difficult to believe.
I do not imagine it simple to strip

from any given afternoon
the intentions of the day.
Not when a contingent darkness
announces itself at the door
like an ordinary to-do
and not when, in the winter garden,
the beautifully managed trees
toy with shadows of themselves.
A skim of plausible survival
settles on what I do while, in the museum
of the everyday, no dust whatsoever
is to be found on the bedside chair,
unopened perfume,
impeccable gold quilt.
It may well be possible to separate
into a fiction of forgetfulness,
the accomplished house
but I don’t believe in it either.
There is before and after,
surely, and there is discretion
to be accounted for, and grief,
night after night, city after city,
word after functional word.
This is whatever time I have.
My whole body has to find a way
to be in possession of itself
like a shop selling only white things
or the way two bridges on the same river
will have knowledge of each other.
6. Pairing strange bedfellows: example: Reading Zizek's Living In the End of Times and Craig's List for sale and
free...things we think we need--the urgency in every day vernacular signage.
7. Mosaics/collections of things and how they are displayed, from the Metropolitan Museum, flash flood
economics of small pop up ventures, flea markets, sidewalk sales…street vendors-- survival, everywhere.
8. Samuel Beckett--Middle age-the holes in certainty-- brevity
9. Espalier--and trees in the West of Ireland shaped by harsh winds
10. Lament-- Sean nós singing-- lament, cultural, and personal. Using its form as an axis for painting, the
simplicity and complexity of it, how it stands alone and unaccompanied, yet can be highly ornamental and
lyrical.

From Wikipedia:
Alternatively, it is simply "the old, traditional style of singing" and therefore is not always ornamented. It varies
very much from one part of the country to another, as according to Hiúdaí Ó Duibheannaigh, who served on the
Irish Folklore Commission from 1936-39, "...people now, that word being used these last forty years, think it's a
particular style of singing: it's not![3]
Sean-nós songs can be relatively simple, though many are long, extremely stylised and melodically complex. A
good performance classically involves substantial ornament and rhythmic variations from verse to verse.
Ó Canainn identifies most ornamentation as melismatic ornamentation. This is when a note is replaced or
emphasised by a group of adjoining notes, unlike intervallic ornamentation, in which additional notes are used
to fill up an interval between two notes.’
10. Geometry--the hobbled geometry of our lives

A wall in O'Leary's Bushwick studio.
"Helen O'Leary: The Geometry of Dirt," Irish Arts Center, midtown, New York, NY. October 14 through
January 5, 2014. The reception and an artist's talk are on Tuesday, October 28, at 6:30 pm.
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